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On May 7, 196C,  Hartford Federation of Teachers, AFT, CSFT,
Local 1018, AFL-CIO (HFT) filed with the Connecticut State Board
of Labor Relations (Board) a petition seeking its designation as
exclusive representative for a unit of employees of the Hartford
Board of Education (Resnonclent) consisting in "persons employed
as substitutes by the /&spondent7 for more than 20 hours per
week who are eligible ior collec%ive  bargaining status under the
Municipal Employee Relations Act" (JGXA).

The issues presented by this petition were heard at a pre-
trial conference before Joseph Celenteno, Esq., assistant agent
of the Board and as a result of the conference the parties stinu-
lated to facts and e::hibits  and 7:aived formal hearing before t%e
Board. Both parties filed written briefs.

The disoute  ccncerns temcrary  substitutes ( i . 3 . , LItr3s  e
enrloyd no more ?!cr?n L; ic.7.J'-c.- _ i. n an-  - 0 n ‘2 -i-c !m ) * C;l.lCl-:  :??1-;)'1?(?5
AT‘<. .w3*npss]-TJ  "a--plr?+,:i._,_.,A...c_L. frop the ;.~.>\rie.;;  cf*' +---a .',.ci  c---- -,-i-,i;;;U,,._L  __
Hc~.~ol-  Boayj-To;~.cher  $jegstia.cions  (Tcackers ' j',c-,), se.::l.j:-. $ 2-.
l?zb(bj. The ciuestior,  Se.'ore us is l:ihefher  they ere include5
within the definition of llemployeell fou;?d in bJE;3,.'i9  ::l?ich reads
as i0110wi :

C i

ttEcoloyeett
employer;

means any employee of a municipal
whether or not in the classified service

of the municipal employer, except elected officials,
administrative officials, board and commission mem-
bers, certified teachers, part-time employees who work
less than tl:/enty  hours per v:eek,  and persons in such
supervisory and other positions as may be excluded
from coverage under sections 7-467 to 7-477, inclusive,
in accordance with subdivision.(2)  of section 7-471.

The stipulated facts are as follows:

1. The Hartford Board of Education (Respondent) is a muni-
pal employer within the meaning of the Act.

2. The Hartford Federation of Teachers (Union) is an
employee organization within the meaning of the Act,



3. On Mey 7, 1980, the Union petitioned the State Board Of
Labor Relations for 2 unit of substitutes working more than twent)
(20) hours a week. At the inform21 conference held June 4, 19.0,0,
it was agreed by the parties that the ur.it  claimed would be for
all substitute teachers averaging five (5) workin
week payroll period over a period of thirteen (13 7

days in a two
Consecutive

weeks but who work less than forty (40) consecutive days in the
same position.

4. Substitute teachers perform substantially the s8me Class-
room duties as temporary teachers and regularly appointed teachers.

5. Temporary teachers, those per diem substitutes rqorking
forty (40) consecutive days in the same position, are covered by
the collective bargainin,p agreement between the Respondent and the
Union. (See Exhibit 3, Article XIX Sec. l(a))

6. Sections lo-145a-1 through IO-l&a-94 of the State Board
of Education regulations outline the provisions for teacher cer-
tification, Sections 1%145a-62 through IO-145a-66  soecifies
requirements for substitute teachers. (See Exhibit 5)

7. Respondent geriodically  submits lists of substitute
teachers to the State Board of Education as required by Regulation.

(See E.xhibit  6)

8. A number of individuals who are claimed in tne unit, as
outlined in paragraph 3, sucra hold regular or provisional cer-,
tification from the State Board of Education.

9. Additionally, the Respondent employs paraorofessionals  who
are certified as a bargaining unit under the Municipal  Employee
Relations Act by the State Board of Labor Relations.

i 10. A number of paraprofessionals  employed by the Respondent
hold regular (provisionai or standard) certificates from the State
Board of Education and are, on occr,sion,  utilized as substitute
teachers.

11. Resnondent anticipates that some paraprofessionals may  be
utilized in the future as substitute teachers under certain circum-
stances . (See Whibit  7)

Discussion

This does not mean, ho!\lever,  that 'all such engloyees are
entitled to the benefits of collective bargaining conferr2.d  by
one of these statutes. The Legislature has deemed collective
bargaining inappropriate for some classes of employees and some of
the exclusions found in both these statutes represent 2 judgment
to deny the excluded employees the righ t to bargain collectively.
The exclusion of elected and administrative officials from MYRA
( sec. 7-467(z))  and of superintendents and assistant superintendents
from the Teachers' Act (sec. IO-153b(b))  furnish examples.

Just as clearly other exclusions are not intended to deny
excluded employees the benefits of collective bargaining; they
are meant rather to draw the line of demarcation between the
coverages of the two acts. The exclusion of "certified teachers"
from MERA and of "all non-certified employees of the board of
education" from the Teachers' Act are examples of this kind.
Sets.  7-467(Z);  IO-153b(b).
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The narrow question before us, then, is whether the exclusion
of temporary substitutes from the Teachers' Act reflects a legis-
lative policy to deny to them all benefits of collective bargain-
ing (a preemptive exclusion) or simply a judgment that they belong
under MERA rather than under the Teachers' Act (a distributive
exclusion). We find that this exclusion is distributive only and
not preemptive, for the reasons that follow.

From a broad point of.view  our labor laws manifest a strong
State policy to favor collective bargaining as a means of solving
labor problems and promotin g industrial peace in employment rela-
tions both private and public. The course of legislation over the
past 15 years has indicated an increasingly wider scope for collec-
tive bargaining in the public sector and a progressive narrowing
of exclusions from the coverage of
See, e.g.,

collective bargaining statutes.
State of Connecticut (WAC) Dec. No. 1908 (1980);

Trustees of State Technical Colleges, bet.  No. 1940 (1980). Some
exclusions remain and will probably continue to do so. For the
most part these are related to well defined policies having to do
with labor relations and collective bargaining which work at cross-
purposes in some cases to the broad policy favoring collective
bargaining for all employees. Policies.calling  for exclusion
include the need for a management bargaining team and for the
mantle of confidentiality to protect its bargaining strategy and
the desirability of avoiding conflicts in interest and in loyalties.
Sometimes exclusion has been prompted by a desire to protect the
voting strength of employees having substantial economic stake in
the job from dilution through votes of employees having a smaller
stake. See, e.g., Davidson & Leventhal, Inc., Dec. No. 120 (1948);
Meriden-Vallingford  Hospital, Dec. No. 1180 (1973);  ARA Services,
Dec. No. 1220-A (1974). These cases are cited and discussed in
Darcy, Foy, James, Kingston, Connecticut Labor Relations Statutes
and Decisions:
524-528 (1977).*

Differences from Fed.eral  LOW,  9 Corn. L. Rev. 5'15,
iie  believe, however, that exclusions are not to

be lightly implied or readily extended beyond their clear language
or the requirements of strong policy. In this case neither clear
language nor strong policy requires that temporary substitutes be
denied the benefits of collective bargaining,
employees.

They are clearly
Moreover they are at or near the bottom rung of the

ladder so far as economic status and bargaining strength are con-
cerned; their need for a union is corresnondingly  great. They are
certainly no part of management; there will be no conflict of
interest for them; their votes will not dilute the voting strength
of full time teachers (since they v,ill  not be in the same unit).
The only conceivable policy to be served by t.eir exclusion ~~~0~~i.i
be the economy from ignoring employees
in their jobs and such a policy is

with relatively s;nall stakes
at once too feeble and too harsh

to require an exclusion by implication. AS our Supreme Court has
said:

Finally it must be kept in mind that t!ie statute
being construed is a labor relations act; that labor
relations acts are remedial enactments and as such
should be liberally construed in order to accomnlish
their objectives; and that in furtherance of this
principle,
construed.

exceptions and exclusions are to be strictly
Conn. S.B.L.R. v.

177 corm.  68, 74 (1979).
Vest Hartford Bd. of Ed.,

* The cited cases were decided under the State Labor Relations Act,
Conn. Gen. Stat. Sec. 31-101 to Illb which covers private sector
employers not under the jurisdiction of the National Labor Relations
Board. In these cases the Board fashi0ned.a  general rule that
employees working less than 20 hours per week should not be included
in a bargaining unit of employees working full time. Presumably for
the same policy reasons, i.e., protection of the voting strength of
employees having a greater economic stoke in their jobs, the MERA
excludes less than 20 hour per week employees from coverage under
that Act by express statutory language. In the present case, the
petition excludes those -temporary substitutes working less than 20
hours per week.
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On a more formal level, the language  of the two statutes, t.aken
together, strongly suggests inclusion  of temporary  substitutes  in
MERA . Its words of inclusion  are,  on their face,  broad enough for
this purpose;
ent.

surely temporary  substitutes  are employees  of Respond-
Sec. ,7-467(  2). And MERA's words of exclusion  do not,  we find,

apply to temporary  substitutes. Respondent  urges that such substi-
tutes are teachers and that all teachers  are intended  to be excluded
from MERA. But that is not what the commission  recommended  or what
the Act itself says. Only certified  teachers  are excluded  from
MERA. Id. And this language, we think, is the complement  of the
languagein the Teachers' Act in defining  a teachers' bargaining
unit as meaning "the group of certified  professional.employees  who
are employed by a town . ..board of education  in positions  reauirin
a teaching or special services certificate..."
Since,  as we shall see,

Sec.  lo-153d(a)(2$.
temporary  substitutes  are not required  to

have teaching  or special  services  certificates,  they are not certi-
fied teachers within the meaning  of
actually  have such certificates.

KERA's exclusion  even if they

When we turn to the Teachers' Act, we find Chat the orovision
for exclusions contains both some of the
of the distributive  type. P

reemptive  type and some
-Sec. IO-153b(b  . If any suggestion  is

to be gleaned from the internal  arrangement  of grounds for exclu-
sion it will be seen that the preemptive  exclusions  are grouped  in
the earlier part of the sentence
substitutes  is

and the exclusion  of temporary

the end.
coupled b!ith  a clearly  distributive  ground, tob:ards

This does not aid Respondent's  position  but we attach  no
'great  weight to it.

On the basis of statutory  language, then, as well as on broader
considerations  of legislative  policy  we conclude  that temporary  sub-
stitutes are not excluded  altogether  from the benefits  of collective
bargaining  but are allocated  to HERA rather  than the Teachers' Act,
the special preserve  of certified  professional  personnel.

,. Against  thbse conclusions, Respondent  urges (1) that the
General  Assembly  has lumped temporary  substitutes  with certified
teachers in the Teachers' Act and its predecessor;  (2) that temporary
substitutes  are certified  within the meaning  of the acts.
these arguments  in that order.

Vie treat

In defining  the two separate  units the original  teachers' nego-
tiation  act of 196.5  provided:

All certificated  nrofessional  nersonnel  below  the rank
of superiXFidcnt,  other than tmc3rnrv  sllhstitutes
employed and engaged either ( i) in 90.7 i-cions reqiZF.ing
a teaching or special sertices certificate  or (ii) in
positions  reo-uiring  an adminis
certificatn

trative or supervisory
mav select a separate.reoresentative  by a

secret bali)ot decision  of a majoritv  bi the personnel
voting in each of the two said categories.
P. A. 65-298 (emphasis supplied)

Respondent  quotes this provision  and argues: "Temoorary  substitutes
were thus considered  certified  teachers  but were not deemed appro-
priate for inclusion  in the TNA"
argument.

(Br. P. 7). This is legitimate
If temporary  substitutes  were not "certificated  profes-

sional personnel If then they were not included  in the provision  in
the first place and there was no need for their later-exclusion.
Since the Legislature  may be assumed  to eschew the use of words
that serve no purpose,
a former inclusion.

the express excl,usion  may be taken to imply
The flaw in the argument  is that temporary

substitutes  often (as.with some in the present  case) do have teach-
ing certificates. Moreover  some local boards do require  them,
within our experience  (though apparently  not here).
substitutes  are therefore  certified  teachers in the

Some temporary.
full sense of

that term and the words of exclusion  ("other than temporary  sub-
stitutes") have a real office to separate  such substitutes  from
regular  full time  teachers. There is thus no occasion  to force
from these words the strained  and artificial  implication  urged by
Respondent.
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The same thing is true of any i.mpliCatiOn  that may be Urged

from the express exclusion of temporary substitutes in the present
statute. Sec. IO-153b(b).

Finally, Respondent urges that temporary substitutes are
certified teachers. (Br. pp. 8, et seq.) The argument runs thus:
Section 1 O-145 provides that "No teacher...shall  be employed in
any of the schools . ..unless such person possesses an appropriate
state certificate..." pursuant to regulations. Such regulations
are to be made by the state board of education. Sets. IO-145a and
d. These regulations provide for provisional and standard certifi-
cates, sec. IO-145a-4, and also for "temporary emergency permits"
(sec. IO-145a-62)  to serve "in lieu of regular certificates", and
"substitutes' permits" (sec. IO-145a-65  and 66) which are "valid
for a period not to exceed a total of forty days in any one town.t'
If, now, all teachers must have certificates and if temporary
substitutes are teachers, then the state board mu3 have,intended
substitutes' permits to constitute certificates within the meaning
of section IO-145 so that substitutes (holding such permits) are
"certified professional employees" employed "in positions requiring
a teacher...certificate"  under the Teachers' Act, sec. IO-153b(a)
$~2)~  ;;&"Certified teachers 'I within the meaning of the exclusions

. Sec. 7-467('2).

This is an ingenious argument but it succumbs to the tyranny
of labels, and its logical pursuit would lead to some anomalous
results. People generally, even careful verbalists, simply do
not use words with perfect consistency. The word "teacher" may
be used to include a substitute teacher or it may be used in con-
trast to the word "substitute". The word "certificate" may be
used loosely to include any type of permit or license, or it may
be used with greater precision to refer to the document expresslv
called a certificate in the statute as distinguished from a permit.
Respondent's argument assumes a consistently broad use of the
words "teachortl  and "certificate 'Ic throughout the legislation and
regulations. By itself this is permissible but it yields side-
effects that are not so readily acceptable.

If all ttteachersll must be "certified" then the term "certified
teachers-s tautologous; it violates the principle that legisla-
tures avoid unnecessary verbiage. Moreover the state board's
regulations seem to observe a ccnsistent  distinction between the
words "certificate" and "permitI'; at one point they divide
"certificatesIt  into two types: "orovisional"  and "standard"
(sec. IO-145a-4);  at another  point they provide that one t-yoe  of
permit is to "serve in lieu of regular certificates" (sec. iC-
1452-66); at no point do they define certificates as including
permi%s. If permits 'were  meant to be a level of certification
surely the state,board  !:ould :?a:~  co stated. Le;rels there are,
to be sure, but not levels of certification; the levels are rather
of licensure or permissions. Certification seems to be used
throughout as a word of art as distinct from permit. 'ile  conclude
then that under the state board's regulations a temporary substi-
tute does not need a certificate but only a substitutes' permit.

This conclusion presents a further problem: do the regula-
tions violate the proscription in section IO-145 against employing
a teacher "unless such person possesses an approoriatc  certificate."
They do not if the word "teacher" in this arovis:on  excludes a

',

temporary substitute or if the word "appropriate certificate"
in this context includes a permit. i'!e  need not resolve these
questions; it is at least doubtful whether we have Jurisdiction
to determine the validity of regulations promulgated by a sister
board. All !Je  are concerned with at present is the construction
of words of exclusion and inclusion in two labor statutes which
'we are charged with administering. The above reasoning leads us
to the conclusion that the statutes and regulations do not use
the words "teacher" and ltccrtificatett  with perfect consistency;
that they yield an ambiguous answer to the auestion whether a
temporary substitute needs a "certificatetl  (within the meaning
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of sections 7-467(Z) and IO-153b(a)(2))*  and that we should resolve
the ambiguity in a manner that would extend the statutory benefits
to such substitutes and not exclude them from those benefits
altogether.

Direction of Election

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connec-
ticut State Board of Labor Relations by the Municipal Employee
Relations Act, it is

DIRECTED, that an election by secret ballot shall be conducted
under the supervision of the Agent of the Board within forty-five
(45) days of the date of the issuance hereof among all substitute
teachers averaging five (5) working days in a two-week payroll
period over a period of thirteen (13) consecutive weeks, but who
work less than forty (40) consecutive days in the same position,
employed by the Hartford Board of Education, to determine whether
or not they desire to be represented for the purposes  of collective
bargaining by Hartford Federation of ,Teachers,  &T, CSFT, Local
#1018, AFL-CIO.

COfflt!ECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

BY s/ Fleming James, Jr.
Fleming James, Jr., Chairman

s/ Kenneth A. StroSle
Kenneth A. Stroble

s/ Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low

+ As indicated'above  it is our conclusion that such a certificate
is not needed.,
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